Being Interactive
From the Editor-in-Chief...

Peering at
Peer-to-Peer
Computing
Munindar P. Singh • singh@ncsu.edu
ow would you like to share files with
another user without having to explicitly
place them in a designated external location? The recent successes of (and controversies
surrounding) Napster, Gnutella, and FreeNet have
drawn attention to peer-to-peer computing, which
allows precisely such interactions between information and service providers and their customers.
Let’s take a brief look at peer-to-peer computing,
or P2P for short, and its main variants—both those
that are popular and those that ought to be.
P2P can be defined most easily in terms of what it is not: the
client-server model, which is
P2P can be
currently the most common
defined most
model of distributed computing.
easily in terms of
In the client-server model, an
what it is not:
application residing on a client
computer invokes commands at
the client-server
a server. In P2P, an application is
model.
split into components that act as
equals. The client-server model
is simple and effective, but it has serious shortcomings, which I will discuss shortly.
P2P is by no means a new idea. The distributed
computing research community has studied it for
decades. Networks themselves demonstrate P2P in
action: Ethernet is nothing if not a P2P protocol, and
network routing operates through routers acting as
peers with other routers. The difference in the recent
focus on P2P seems to be that it has finally caught
the imagination of people building practical systems
at the application layer. And for good reason.
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Going Beyond Client-Server
The centralization of information on servers makes
for performance bottlenecks and for overall system
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susceptibility to single-point failure. Cluster computing and even content networking are inspired
by the idea of preserving the logical centrality of
servers while replicating them to build system
redundancies sufficient to sustain higher performance and to support graceful functional degradation under failure.
The implicit claim behind P2P is that these
redundancies aren’t enough. A political motivation
for P2P is that as long as a system retains some
centralization, it can be controlled from that central location. Some people think that Napster can
be shut down simply because it has a server and the
site running that server can be sued. P2P approaches without this type of central server, such as
FreeNet, would be much harder to shut down. The
notion of technology to help resist repressive
regimes is appealing, although I would worry if the
freedom were used mainly for piracy.
A technical motivation for P2P is that in clientserver computing, the control rests entirely in the
client; the server merely responds to requests. By
requiring all control to reside on the client, the
client-server model forces applications to be structured in such a way that coordination between their
components is rigid. Each client interacts with the
server independently of other clients. This property is codified in the traditional transaction model,
which is great for isolation (as among bank
accounts), but not so great for collaboration.
Richer Interaction Models
P2P can support richer models of interaction than
client-server. These models take three main forms:
■

Symmetric client-server. Each party can query
the other, thereby giving each power over the
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■

■

other at different times. The idea of symmetry is appealing
in general, but this particular form, which is often touted as
an explanation of P2P’s inherent power, doesn’t look much
beyond client-server.
Asynchronous. If the client needs to know of changes
observed by the server, it must poll the server to learn of
them. As peers, computations naturally communicate asynchronously. This is the original form of P2P. The requestresponse paradigm corresponds to “pull” communication,
while asynchronous communication corresponds to “push.”
Unfortunately, push communication got a lot of bad press
with applications that place their entire intelligence on the
server (pushing) side. Pushing ads is another name for
spamming.
Federation of equals. When we apply asynchrony in settings
where all parties have an equal share in and equal control
over a computation, we can create applications of a performance and usability that is simply unattainable by clientserver—applications that offer symmetry not only at the level
of communication, but also in terms of decision-making.
Such applications are at the heart of solutions for virtual
enterprises and truly flexible B2B interoperation. This would
require making the reasoning and policies of interaction
explicit and enabling each party to take and concede the initiative as it sees fit. In my view, only intellectual equals can
be true peers.
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Today’s P2P systems involve the first two variants. While useful, these systems provide limited abstractions for applications
that go beyond file sharing. Only when we support flexible interactions will we achieve true P2P and realize the benefits of
dynamic interoperation that the Internet enables.
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